Why did cities start?


Cities started for several reasons:
 Security
 Proximity and its role in trade
 High transport costs
 Cities originally had a mercantilist role
 Most cities are located on the coast or large,

navigable rivers
 Modern agriculture started about 9000 years
ago, with the first cities starting soon after

Some factoids
Cities are richer than rural areas
There is a strongly positive correlation between
urbanisation and GDP per capita
 No country has been able to raise incomes sustainably
without growth of its cities
 Cities produce most wealth and income
 It costs about R6000 per household to deliver a basket of
services in SA’s rural areas, it costs just R800 to deliver
the same basket in urban areas



 Basket includes water, electricity, sanitation and refuse removal



Most large cities in the world produce more wealth than the
entire South Africa
 The top 10 cities in the US all have higher absolute GDPs than

SA, even though they have far fewer people

The economics of cities
The economics of cities largely revolves
around the economics of agglomeration
 Agglomeration enables markets to function,
lowering transaction costs
 Agglomeration creates economies of scale
 Agglomeration helps in the creation of ideas


 This is today the most powerful role of cities
 Five smart people together produce say 10 good

ideas
 Ten smart people together generate 100 good ideas
○ An exponential difference

The economics of agglomeration







If there is one office in an area, it will have a
high cost to get certain services
Ten offices in an area creates business such as
the guy who maintains to water dispenser, the
coffee machine, the photo copier etc
Without agglomeration, the demand would not
exist, without agglomeration, the supply is not
possible
The greater the agglomeration, the greater the
range of business services that would be
created

Economies of agglomeration









Matching: cities expand the pool of skills available to
and match them with needs of enterprises;
Incubators of innovation: cities provide opportunities for
continuous upgrading of skills and innovation as
universities and research institutes are likely to locate in
cities
Productivity: doubling a city size has been shown to
increase productivity by between 3-8% (study of North
American cities).
Technology-transfer: Facilitate transfer of technology
and know-how
Growth driver: Local studies show a positive correlation
between population size and economic performance.
Sharing of indivisible goods and facilities: the
concentration of people in close proximity has welfare
benefits that go beyond economic growth

Dis-economies of agglomeration


Congestion: unplanned growth of cities can lead to traffic
congestion and crowding



Pollution: noise, air, water, etc.



Filth and crime: can turn cities into unattractive places for
business and lead to different location decisions



High property prices: as cities grow, the demand for land grow
thus driving property prices



All of these can lead to the formation of secondary cities or
nodes within cities



The efficient size of a city is the result of a trade-off between
urban agglomeration economies and urban crowding

False sunsets for cities
Because much of the economics of the
city is based on relative transport costs,
when the oil price fell in the 1980s,
many predicted the gradual demise of
cities
 With the advent of the internet lowering
transaction costs, many again predicted
the demise of the city
 Both have proven to be false sunsets,
cities continue to grow and thrive


Summary and policy implications
Cities create wealth and wellbeing
simply by making it easier for people to
interact, transact and receive and deliver
services at lower cost
 So public policy has to be focused on
making this possible
 Public policy issues


 Densification
 Lowering transport costs and time
 Creating communal spaces

Characteristics of successful
cities
They are reasonably dense
They have efficient transport systems, both for
people and goods
 In today’s world they have good broadband access
 Transaction costs are generally low
 They have communal spaces, ranging from
sidewalks to parks



 People have greater rights than cars





They are connected to the world and the region
They have efficient public services
They enable social mobility

Spatial planning aspects of the
NDP


Land use management is an important city management
instrument
 allocation of land to different uses and pricing it correctly influences

demand and the nature of growth



Failure to plan and manage cities results in diseconomies of
agglomeration



High level priorities
 Densify cities – move more poor people into better located land
 Build safe, affordable and efficient public transport systems from

existing townships to places of work
 Move jobs to existing townships


Related proposals
 Upgrade informal settlements in well located areas
 Fix gaps in the housing market
 Integrate housing, transport and other planning regimes in cities

Conclusion




Understand the economic rationale of cities
in order to exploit the economics of
agglomeration
Don’t focus on bringing in a big smelter or
refinery or a big employer
 This never works to build great cities





Get the planning right, develop the capacity
to implement it and stick to these sound
principles over the long term
It takes 50 years to change the dynamics
of city, have the patience but also the
perseverance

